
Cubed Circle Newsletter 187 – ROH/NJPW Global Wars, Mid-South & EC Go-Home Show

In this week's issue we take a look at the overwhelming success which was the 2015 ROH/NJPW 
tour, discuss 'Global Wars' night one and 'War of the Worlds' night one, Ben reviews the Elimination
Chamber 2015 RAW go-home show, an unfortunate return to form, NXT with build to OWENS vs. 
JOE, and another exciting edition of Mid-South TV from 1981, with at least 50% more Persian 
clubs! 

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

Wars Between Worlds & Battles Around the Globe: 2015 ROH/NJPW Tour a Major Success 
Ryan Clingman 

But a couple of weeks ago, for the second consecutive year, NJPW and Ring of Honor joined forces
to present a total of four joint shows under the 'Global Wars' and 'War of the Worlds' titles. The 
shows were hailed as major successes from both sides, as well as by fans who were presented with a
handful of highly memorable matches and some that may stand in the top 50 or so of the year. At 
the time of writing only two of these shows are available, the first 'War of the Worlds' show from 
Philadelphia, which was exclusively VOD, and the 'Global Wars' iPPV from Toronto, which will be 
our main focus this week.

Neither aforementioned show is likely to stand as a show of the year, even pre-G1, but between the 
two shows there existed very few if any outright bad matches. What is more is that the bulk of the 
matches on both shows were good, and in the case of the All Stars/Bullet Club, KUSHIDA/Strong, 
and Cole/Styles matches, actively great.

The ten-man ROH All-Stars versus Bullet Club match on the iPPV, that being the third show of the 
tour, was perhaps the main event match heading in that had the smallest potential in my view, not 
because anyone in the match lacked talent, quite clearly this wasn't the case, but rather that the 
match would be an uninspired spotfest. The later part of this description is true, but the former 
couldn't be less so, with all ten men looking to steal the show, and put on a stunt-filled extravaganza
at or exceeding the level of Lucha Underground's very best. More surprising than the structure of 
the match was its outcome,with team Ring of Honor defeating the Bullet Club, who were quite 
possibly the hottest act on that entire card. However, given the nature of the match, I don't believe 
anyone would have believed it to have ended in an anti-climax, as the layout was such that the two 
teams switched heel/face roles frequently, and even if that wasn't the case, the fans made it be 
known that there would be no clearly defined faces or heels during the duration of the match.
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A notable match of a very different sort took place on the very first night of the tour, when in front 
of an, at times, hotter crowd than what would follow in Toronto, KUSHIDA and Roderick Strong 
delivered on what theoretically looked to be a spectacular match-up. The bout was much of what 
you would want from a modern Ring of Honor match, with both men going at it as hard as possible 
in a showcase that hybridised mat-based-offence, high flying, strong-style, and technical wrestling 
in a manner becoming of a top-tier 2000s NJPW Junior Heavyweight title match. Both men are, and
have been for quite some time, significantly underrated. This can perhaps be said more confidently 
for Strong, who has been consistently great since his ROH World title run in 2010, and realistically 
quite some time before that. However, for whatever reason, Strong's ability has been subject to 
greater praise over the past several months than in years prior, which is great for Strong, who 
deserves all of his current praise and much more. KUSHIDA has been under-appreciated for 
slightly different reasons, as he his most often partnered with Alex Shelley as a member of the Time
Splitters, a great team, but one that has worked patterned matches for quite some time now due to a 
lack of diversity in opponents. As a single he may very well be the most talented junior in all of 
New Japan.

Higher up on the first Philadelphia card, the 
returning Adam Cole lost his return match to AJ 
Styles in what was, for my tastes, the third best 
match of the two shows. Whilst it began as what 
looked to be a fairly generic affair, it actually 
ended up being a good 15 minute match appended
to five or so minutes of mainly uninteresting 
matwork and hold exchanges. The match was 
booked in a similar fashion to how Japanese 
promotions book returning stars, with Cole, 
suffering ring rust, losing to the fresh Styles, who 
has been in frequent competition. Some may 
argue that the finish of the match was excessive, 
with Styles dropping Cole on his head twice 
before finishing him with the Styles Clash, but it 
served as but another device to help Cole remain 
as over as he was when he left whilst still building
AJ up for later matches on the tour.

On the same show not only did we get the surreal 
booker versus booker Gedo/Delirious match in the
opener, but also a three way tag team champions 
match with The Addiction (ROH World Tag Team 
Champions), the Young Bucks (IWGP Junior 
Heavyweight Champions) and Bennett & Taven 
(IWGP World Heavyweight Tag Team 
Champions). Historically I have been opposed to 

three-ways of this sort, and three-ways in general, as usually there exists a combination of 
participants in the triple-threat or fatal four-way that would, probabilistically speaking, put on a 
better match than the triple-threat itself –  that was far from the case  here. The six men put on a 
match that was numerous times better than anything two of the teams would have likely executed, 
delivering with another highly entertaining spotfest – a spotfest perhaps more likely to give Les 
Thatcher an embolism than even the main event of the iPPV that would follow. With the Young 
Bucks pinning Kazarian, a Bucks/Addiction ROH Tag Team Title match later in the year between 
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the two teams is all but confirmed.

An interesting note from both the first 'Global Wars' and 'War of the Worlds' shows is that with the 
exception of Shinsuke Nakamura, Jushin Liger, much like last year, garnered the biggest reaction of
any non-Gaijin NJPW talent on the show (only the Bullet Club would have received reactions 
equatable). This is significant, as whilst Liger is usually booked strong in the United States, he 
generally performs in the undercard on major New Japan shows. What this indicates is that there 
still exists a residual star perception for Liger from his WCW and tape trading exposure. Of course, 
the fact that Liger is, at least aesthetically, able to counteract time is a major factor. It should then be
noted that whilst Tanahashi and Okada are at present bigger stars world wide, and in Japan most 
certainly, the 90s still hold a great deal of influence on current fan perception. Nakamura, with his 
overflowing charisma, is able to best even Liger in the reaction department, which should stand as a
testament to his natural endowment as a performer.

On the Ring of Honor side, apart from Roderick Strong, Jay Lethal was perhaps the most 
impressive star. He was by no means impressive in the same way, however, as he, much like a Ric 
Flair, made the likes of Takaaki Watanabe –   who hasn't been at all impressive since he left on his 
excursion and may have actually devolved somewhat –  look like a main event star, bumping all 
over the place for him. He also put on a really good match with Tetsuya Naito, although Naito is 
clearly a far better worker than Watanabe. Michael Elgin looked good on the tour, although not as 
good as he has elsewhere over the past year or so. He worked opposite Naito at 'War of the Worlds' 
and Tanahashi at 'Global Wars. The problem with both matches was the lack of crowd reactions 
compared to other matches on the show, for what reason I don't know. Clearly for the Tanahashi 
match the crowd found it difficult to buy into nearfalls, but the lack of reaction to the Naito match 
doesn't seem to have any obvious explanation. Regardless, Elgin has stated publicly for quite some 
time that one of his career goals is to work for New Japan, which I suspect will happen at some 
point. Although, from  performances on both shows Strong and Lethal will likely get a ticket before 
him, Strong for his general work, and Lethal for his ring generalship. I have heard discussion of the 
Briscoes heading over, but for my eyes they didn't look particularly impressive on this tour, then 
again, I rarely enjoy the Briscoes' current work. In fact, I don't believe I have enjoyed a Jay Briscoe 
singles match since the insane Cole/Briscoe Fight Without Honor last year. This is personal 
preference, however, and chances are that due to status within the company alone they will be sent 
over at some point.

As far as the overall effect of the tour for both companies goes, this year's tour, much like last 
year's, has been an enormously positive one. They ran twice the number of shows this year than last,
and sold out every night, with great reactions on every show I saw, and reportedly reactions just as 
good on the other two events. What this tour will hopefully spawn is an even stronger relationship 
between the two companies, which will not only pave the way for better joint shows on both sides, 
but deeper rosters, and for New Japan, perhaps a new and desperately needed excursion ground for 
young talent.  

ROH Global Wars May 15th 2015
Ted Reeve Arena, Toronto, Ontario
Ryan Clingman

1. Silus Young & Takaaki Watanabe vs. Moose & Gedo w/ Veda Scott & Stokely Hathaway

I don't know what quality of Young's it is, whether it is his look, natural charisma, or believability, 
but whatever it is, he has something very special. On a side note, this is a Fire Pro match if ever 
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there was one. Watanabe has adopted quite the bizarre look -- bright green and blue tights, purple 
hair streaks, and a Jeff Hardy rag in his pants. Moose, whilst still very green, was still incredibly 
impressive and very much over. Watanabe and Moose had a fairly clunky exchange and Young was 
pinned with Moose' spear. 
** 1/2

2. Kyle 'O Reilly vs. KUSHIDA vs. Chris Sabin

'O Reilly did the most bizarre feigned sell job for a KUSHIDA kick, wobbling Anderson Silva style.
'O Relly locked an armbar in on KUSHIDA in the ropes, but was met with a kick from Sabin out on
the floor. There were a few wacky double pin/double submission spots -- "this is wrestling" chants 
followed. KUSHIDA and 'O Reilly traded kicks to the arm. KUSHIDA landed a moonsault onto 'O 
Reilly, but landed rough on Sabin rendering him unable to make the cover. There was a slick series 
of counters with Sabin and KUSHIDA;  KUSHIDA submitted Sabin with a Fujiwara armbar. 
*** 1/4

3. Jushin Thunder Liger & Matt Sydal vs.  Matt Taven & Michael Bennet w/ Maria Kanellis

It still baffles me that ROH has no fear of playing Liger's theme, derived from a relatively obscure 
80s anime, and yet New Japan is forced to dub over it. Liger rebounded off of the ropes and did his 
Hogan pose -- huge pop and no physical toll. Maria pulled Liger's leg to start the heat. Maria halted 
Liger's dive, and looked to seduce him , this led to an abnormally long stair with Liger landing three
pairs of double lariats on Taven and Bennett to extend his time with Maria. He then buried his face 
in her chest setting up a double superkick from Taven & Bennett, and a superkick to Sydal mid-
shooting star for their double team and the victory. 
** 3/4

4. Kazuchika Okada w/ Gedo vs. Cedric Alexander

This match was set to take place last year, but didn't due to injuries, worked or otherwise. The pair 
kicked things off with some chain wrestling. Okada landed a dropkick on Alexander to the outside 
when the lights went out. Okada, like an absolute pro, worked his way in the dark to Alexander and 
was ready for a draping DDT to the floor when the lights came back on. Alexander landed a 
monster pele and huge tope con giro to the floor when the lights went out again. Alexander followed
with a springboard lariat and Michinoku driver for two. Alexander ducked the rainmaker and landed
a springboard DDT. Alexander dropped Okada into his kick and landed a trifecta of running 
dropkicks in the corner for two. Okada responded with a dropkick, tombstone and the rainmaker for
the win.

After the match Okada offered Alexander a handshake, which he declined, perhaps signalling a heel
turn down the line. 
*** 1/2

5. Christopher Daniels & Kazarian vs. RPG Vice vs. BJ Whitmer & Adam Page w/ Colby Corino

Ryan loves him some RPG Vice. Kazarian and Romero did Loony Tunes inspired Taka Michinoku 
comedy. Kazarian and Daniels worked over Trent, Trent looked to Whitmer and Page for assistance,
but they continued the Addiction's work. Page landed a shooting star press off the apron and landed 
on his feet! Page pie-faced Daniels telling the "old man" to get out of his ring. Romero did his 
lariats to Kaz and Daniels in opposite corners. Whitmer was bridged out to the floor and caught 
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with a Romero running knee off the apron. Everyone landed moves on everyone else for a sextuple 
down. Trent killed Page with a busaiku knee, the pair landed their missile dropkick/inverted 
piledriver combination, but Daniels and Kazarian broke it up and stole the pin. 'O Reilly ran out and
cleared the ring of Kazarian and Daniels.
***

6. Shinsuke Nakamura vs. ACH

Next to Liger Nakamura was, not surprisingly, the most over man on the card up until this point. 
Nakamura called ACH to bring it, ACH did the same, and so a jive exchange ensued as Red Shoes 
attempted to keep a straight face. ACH was dropped out to the floor for a running knee with ACH 
draped across the guardrail. Nakamura then did his knee drop guillotine as hard as possible on ACH
on the floor. For the sake of his knees, I wish he would stop doing that.  ACH unloaded with a kick 
flurry and did Swagsuke's pose in the corner, which he may have stolen from the Ibushi match. A 
strike battle ensued. ACH did his "get over here" gimmick and double stomp to the back of the head
for two. ACH landed his giant springboard to the floor and countered a Boma Ye with a dropkick, 
but was caught right after with a Boma Ye for the pin. 
*** 1/4

7. ROH Television Championship Match
Jay Lethal vs. Tetsuya Naito w/ Donovan Dijack

Lethal got the heat early throwing Naito into barricades. Naito landed a brief flurry, but was cut off 
once more and caught with the Savage elbow for two. Lethal decked Naito with an elbow; Naito 
responded with an enzuigiri, Lethal one of his own, and Naito a leg lariat for a double down. Dijack
attempted to interfere, but was sent to the back, allowing Naito to land a frankensteiner. Naito 
landed a bridging German also for two. Naito missed the stardust press and sold his taped knee. 
Naito kicked out of a roll-up with Lethal's feet on the ropes, and again with a handful of tights. 
Lethal then pinned Naito with the Lethal Injection. Naito offered a handshake and Lethal 
surprisingly accepted. 
*** 1/4

8. Hiroshi Tanahashi vs. Michael Elgin

Elgin entered draped in the Canadian flag. Tanahashi sent Elgin out to the floor briefly, but was met 
with a summersault legdrop on the way in. Elgin overpowered and wore Tanahashi down on the 
mat. Tanahashi fought back with rights and left and attempted to knock Elgin off his feet. Elgin 
responded with an enzuigiri  and deadlift German. They fought on the apron, but Elgin dropped off 
and lariated Tanahashi's legs out from under him. Tanahashi landed his high-fly flow from the top to
the floor on Elgin, which isn't the greatest of moves to be doing on a comparatively small show like 
this. Tanahashi got the better of a strike exchange, but Elgin targeted Tanahashi's bad back. 
Tanahashi landed a straight jacket German on Elgin, which was quite the feat and then a high-fly 
flow to the back. He went for one to the front, but Elgin got his knees up, which was unexpected. 
Elgin landed a big lariat and buckle bomb, but Tanahashi ricocheted off into a slingblade and high-
flow flow for the win. 
*** 1/2

9. Roderick Strong, Jay Briscoe, Hanson, Rowe & Mark Briscoe vs. AJ Styles, The Young Bucks, 
Karl Anderson & Doc Gallows
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Strong was wrestling with stitches. The Bullet Club, who entered as a unit, got far and away the 
most streamers of the night. The fans chanted for "AJ Styles", "The Young Bucks", "Machine Gun",
and yes, even "Gallows". The match broke down immediately with not the BC, but the ROH side 
getting the first strike. Everyone hit everyone else with every move ever. I gave up on writing 
anything down. Mark Briscoe pinned Matt Jackson for the win. After the match Jay Lethal attacked 
Briscoe and laid him out with a belt shot. If you are not Les Thatcher (if you are, it is probably best 
for your health to avoid this), seek this match out, it is well worth your time. 
**** ½

Star Ratings for the first 'War of the Worlds' show. 

1. Gedo vs. Delirious
** ½ 

2. Roderick Strong vs KUSHIDA
**** ¼ 

3. Jay Lethal vs. Takaaki Watanabe
*** ¼ 

4. Young Bucks vs. Addiction vs. Mike Bennett & Matt Taven
*** ¾ 

5. Tetsuya Naito vs. Michael Elgin
*** ¼ 

6. reDragon vs. Jushin Thunder Liger & Hiroshi Tanahashi
*** ½ 

7. AJ Styles vs. Adam Cole
****

8. Shinsuke Nakamura & Kazuchika Okada vs. The Briscoe Brothers
*** ¼ 

RAW Ramblings – May 25th 2015
Nassau Coliseum: Long Island, NY.
Ben Carass. 

The streak of decent RAWs came screeching to a halt with a predictably tedious Memorial Day 
edition of the show. Technically, they weren’t really on a “streak”; the show from Montreal three 
weeks ago was good, the Payback go-home show was uninspiring, and last week’s show was made 
acceptable-at-best by the debut of Kevin Owens. Still, by recent standards, RAW had been far more
tolerable in recent weeks than at any point in at least 9 months. However with it being a holiday, 
plus going head-to-head with the NBA Playoffs, it felt like Creative simply threw up the white flag 
and put together the most basic show possible which, with a couple of exceptions, did very little to 
build the Elimination Chamber show on Sunday. 

That’s right, we had ANOTHER go-home show this week and it would be the final ever pro 
wrestling event promoted in the Nassau Coliseum. The building has gained a reputation over the 
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years of being one of the worst venues to work in, at least by some veterans. It’s often cited as a 
“dump” and Jim Cornette has remarked on many occasions that the fans in the Nassau Coliseum 
wouldn’t react to anything and it seemed like “someone had held a gun to their head” to attend the 
shows. So perhaps it’s fitting that such a dreary show would bring down the curtain on the Nassau 
Coliseum and, as a useless piece of trivia, the last ever televised pro wrestling match in the history 
of the storied building was a 10-on-3 handicap match, which ended in a DQ after 49 seconds. 

There really isn’t much to praise about the show; the best thing by a mile once again was Kevin 
Owens showing up to lay out John Cena with the pop-up powerbomb. Cena faced hometown boy 
Zack Ryder in the US title challenge and Ryder was introduced by some of the “stars” of the new 
douchey bro comedy Entourage, who were guests on the show, but added zero entertainment value. 
Cena trounced Ryder in 4:05 then Owens hit the ring out of nowhere and left Cena lying. It was a 
good angle, however Owens desperately needed to cut a vitriolic promo and he wasn’t given that 
opportunity. It’s the WWE and John Cena, so I would not be surprised if they beat Owens in his 
debut match, however that doesn’t mean I won’t be infuriated if it happens. Their “Champion vs. 
Champion” match is non-title, so they could put Owens over, but come on. Does anyone really 
believe that Vince McMahon will green light a chubby NXT guy beating the biggest star of his 
generation? Don’t get me wrong, I would love it if Owens wins, however at this point I would take 
a double DQ or at least some kind of schmoz.

The other decent segment, in terms of acting, not smart booking, was a verbal exchange between 
Rusev & Lana. Rusev killed R-Truth in 1:01 then pleaded with Lana to come down to the ring. 
She eventually did and Rusev, who by the way is once again a full-fledged Bulgarian, tried to 
manipulate her into getting back with him by playing on her emotions. Lana gave him a hug and 
Rusev told her all she had to do was admit she was wrong. Lana refused and declared she was right
because Rusev said “I Quit”. Rusev snapped and yelled at her; Lana told him she was nobody’s 
property and walked out on the furious Rusev. Dolph Ziggler came out and kissed Lana again to 
end the segment, but that wasn’t the end of the story. Later on Rusev cost Ziggler a match with 
Sheamus in 10:20 via DISTRACTION! Rusev then annihilated Ziggler; Lana came down to 
ringside and Rusev slapped Ziggler in the camel-clutch right in front of her. “Kiss him now!” he 
yelled. – Rusev was particularly great and Lana is always good. I still think breaking them up is a 
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stupid idea, but it seems that Vince McMahon has convinced himself that a beautiful blonde girl 
cannot be a heel in 2015. At least Rusev has proven he has good enough mic skills to carry promos 
without Lana. Still, as much as I hate pointless swerves, I wouldn’t be opposed to this being a big 
scam on Ziggler and a ploy to help Rusev win the IC title in the Chamber. 

Opening segment was 20 minutes of interminable talking from the Authority. The point of it was 
that Dean Ambrose had until the end of the show to sign the contract to face Seth Rollins at 
Elimination Chamber. This turned into Ambrose & Reigns vs. Kane & Rollins, which the faces 
won at 12:53 when Ambrose pinned Rollins, so you all know how their title match is going on 
Sunday. Later, during a backstage interview, J&J Security showed up and teased Ambrose about 
not signing the contract. Ambrose beat them up, however he inadvertently stuck a “cameraman”, 
played by ROH’s Will Ferrara. Some “cops” showed up and arrested Ambrose in another skit, 
however it looked like Will Ferrara tried to tell the Fuzz something, but Seth Rollins shut him 
down and Ambrose was carter off in the police van. The main event over-run segment saw Roman 
Reigns come down to confront the Authority when it looked like Ambrose wouldn’t show up to 
sign the contract. Reigns was roughed up by the heels then, predictably, Ambrose showed up 
driving the paddy wagon and was dressed in police uniform. Steve Austin he was certainly not. 
Ambrose & Reigns cleaned house then Reigns handed Ambrose the contract, which he duly 
signed to make the WWE title match in 6 days official. – That’s right. The big storyline of RAW 
was that the WWE Championship match in less than a week may not actually take place because the
babyface had not yet signed the contract. 

Super Filler: In the first 2 hours of the show we had 5 matches: Ambrose & Reigns over Kane & 
Rollins, Rusev squashing Truth, Ryback beat King Barrett in 3:54 , Neville over Stardust in 
3:18, Bo Dallas attacked Neville afterwards, and Sheamus downed Ziggler. Every other segment 
in that time featured either, the Authority/Ambrose angle, the Rusev/Lana/Ziggler love triangle or
the painfully unfunny Entourage geeks. During the matches featuring the guys in the IC title 
Elimination Chamber, barely any emphasis was put on the Chamber match at all and supposed 
“legitimate” IC title contenders were beaten in nothing matches with no consequence. Tamina 
w/Naomi beat Paige in 3:35 of a ghastly encounter; the Bellas were on commentary which made 
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the whole thing even worse. Tamina looked horrible and fed Paige’s comeback so poorly that it 
made the girl who has been working since she was 14 look like Dana Brooke. Why Tamina beat 
Paige, who is challenging for the Divas title at Elimination Chamber, is beyond me. The final match
and main event by proxy was the 10-on-3 handicap match I referenced earlier. New Day came out 
and cut their usual promo about not sucking. For some inexplicable reason, Kane showed up and 
booked the heels against all their challengers in the Chamber in a handicap match. So for you 
historians out there, the final ever televised pro-wrestling match to take place in the Nassau 
Coliseum was, New Day (Kofi, Big E & Xavier) vs. Kidd & Cesaro, Los Matadores, the Lucha 
Dragons, the Prime Time Players & the Ascension, which ended in a big schmoz at 49 seconds 
and everyone did a bunch of moves and dives onto each other. Kidd & Cesaro ended up standing 
tall. 

Before the show, Vince McMahon actually addressed the live audience and talked about the history
of the Nassau Coliseum. And if you want to impress your friends even more with your awesome pro
wrestling trivia knowledge, the actual last ever match in the building was a dark match between 
Randy Orton & Bray Wyatt, which Orton won clean with an RKO.

Elimination Chamber Card:

Pre-Show: Neville vs. Bo Dallas.
Divas Championship: Nikki Bella (C) vs. Paige vs. Naomi.
WWE Tag Team Championship Elimination Chamber: New Day (C) vs. Tyson Kidd & Cesaro vs. 
The Lucha Dragons vs. Los Matadores vs. The Prime Time Players vs. The Ascension.
Elimination Chamber for the Vacant IC Championship: Sheamus vs. Ryback vs. Dolph Ziggler vs. 
Rusev vs. King Barrett vs. R-Truth.
(Non-Title) Champion vs. Champion: John Cena (US Champion) vs. Kevin Owens (NXT 
Champion).
WWE World Heavyweight Championship: Seth Rollins (C) vs. Dean Ambrose. 
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RAW Ratings for May 25th 2015 

The May 25th edition of RAW took a hard hit going up against the NBA Playoffs (Houston Rockets 
vs. Golden St. Warriors) on Memorial Day. The show drew 3.59 million viewers overall and a 2.55 
rating, which was to be expected given that it was the Memorial Day edition of the show. As has 
been the case for the past several weeks, there was a clear drop from the first to the third hour, 
which is of course a negative. 

20:00-21:00 – 3.790 million viewers overall – 1.62 in 18-49 demo
21:00-22:00 – 3.585 million viewers overall – 1.48 in 18-49 demo
22:00-23:07 – 3.423 million viewers overall – 1.45 in 18-49 demo

WWE NXT – May 27th 2015
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL. 
Ben Carass

They recapped Takeover with a nice little video package which ended with a shot of Samoa Joe. 
Sami Zayn’s music played to open the show, however Kevin Owens came wearing the John Cena 
US title t-shirt and they spliced in Owens powerbombing Cena on RAW. Owens said he was going 
to come out and issue an NXT Open Challenge but stated he wasn’t an insecure person who had to 
defend his belt against anyone just so he can feel good about himself. The fans sang “John Cena 
Sucks” and Owens told them that they should sing “Sami Zayn Sucks” as well. Owens said he 
wasn’t a bad person and claimed he was a good man because that was the last time we’d ever have 
to hear Sami’s awful music. Owens talked about backing down from Samoa Joe because he 
wanted to let Joe have his moment and to send the fans home happy after what he did to Sami 
Zayn then declared he could have dropped Joe  like that if he wanted to. He finished by declaring 
that at Elimination Chamber he would show Cena that the real champ is here. William Regal came 
out, but Owens cut him off and said that Regal put his hands on him first before the headbutt and 
Regal replied that was the only reason Owens still had a job. Regal talked about all the guys 
Owens had taken out and listed Hideo Itami; Owens swore he had nothing to do with what 
happened to Itami. Solomon Crowe showed up and talked his way into a match with Owens by 
claiming he was scared to fight in case he lost. Owens didn’t bat an eyelid but agreed to the match 
and told Crowe his name would be added to the list of guys he had taken out on a stretcher then 
Regal booked the match for the main event. – For NXT standards, this was a long opening segment 
of talking. It went a good 10 minutes, which is rare for the show, but Owens was fantastic and 
touched on all the issues with Cena, Sami Zayn, Samoa Joe and there was even a Hideo Itami tease 
thrown in for good measure.  

The announcers threw to the cool little “fan shot” video of what happened to Hideo Itami before 
Takeover then we got a promo from Itami in a rehab facility. He said he didn’t know who attacked 
him but they took his opportunity at the NXT title. Itami said he had shoulder surgery but there 
would be no stopping him when he returns. 

We got a promo from Zack Ryder backstage at the Takeover show. Mojo Rawley interrupted him 
and was hyped as ever.

Bayley vs. Emma w/Dana Brooke – Emma via submission at 4:20. Emma had some new heel 
music; it was still terrible. Both girls were aggressive early, playing up their heated feud. Emma got 
the heat and pulled the hair a lot. Bayley made a fiery comeback but Emma cut her off with an ugly 
Dragon screw and got the win with the Muta-lock. Dana & Emma laid out Bayley afterwards and 
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Charlotte came down to make the save. The heels managed to outnumber Charlotte and Dana 
Brooke put her down with her Cradle Shock move. – Match wasn’t much, but this was the best 
Dana Brooke has looked since her debut; probably because she didn’t have to do any actual 
wrestling.

Recap of Baron Corbin pinning Rhyno at Takeover then Renee was backstage with Corbin. Rhyno 
showed up and challenged Corbin to a rematch.

Another Becky Lynch video package aired, recapping her career before she got to NXT. There were
shots of her with Prince Devitt and she talked about being a fan of the Dynamite Kid. They showed 
her debut when she was a stereotypical jigging Irish girl and Becky said she sold herself out by 
going along with the gimmick. It ended with the standing ovation she got after the Divas title match
with Sasha at Takeover.

Non-Title Match: Blake & Murphy (NXT Tag Team Champions) w/Alexa Bliss vs. Elias 
Sampson & Mike Rolles – Blake & Murphy over at 3:30. Alexa wore matching red gear with the 
Dubstep Cowboys and even dyed the tips of her hair red. This was basically an extended squash. 
The champs dominated, but gave the geeks a just enough to make it seem like they were at least 
somewhat of a challenge. Blake pinned Sampson after the champs’ running suplex/frogsplash 
combo. Post-match, Blake & Murphy held Sampson while Alexa hit her Sparkle splash of the top.
Another Takeover recap: This time it was Finn Balor beating Tyler Breeze to become the #1 
contender. Blake, Murphy & Alexa were with Devin in the back. Alexa said winners gravitate 
towards each other then buried Carmella for being from Staten Island and said she would send her 
back to the garbage dump where she came from.

Finn Balor vs. Tye Dillinger. – Balor via pinfall at 2:30. The announcers talked about Balor being 
the #1 contender for Kevin Owens’ title, so add him to the list of many opponents Owens has lined 
up. Balor actually sold a little for Dillinger, who mockingly did Finn’s demon pose. Balor made his 
comeback and won with the double stomp. – Maybe I’ve been watching too much 80’s wrestling, 
but I would not have had my #1 contender sell for a guy that is hardly ever on TV, but I guess stuff 
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like that doesn’t matter in 2015.

Greg Hamilton caught up with Jason Jordan in a gym and asked what was next for him after 
breaking up with Tye Dillinger. Jordan said he had already found the perfect partner then Chad 
Gable showed up and offered his services. Jordan told him he would call him if he needed a 
replacement and Gable left Jordan with a towel with his name on it.

Non-Title Match: Kevin Owens (NXT Champion) vs. Solomon Crowe. – Owens over at 6:33. 
They went outside immediately and Owens basically beat the hell out of Crowe from that point on. 
Crowe knocked Owens down to one knee but that was about the extent of his offence. They hyped 
an in-ring interview with Owens on SmackDown, why they couldn’t let him cut a promo on RAW 
when they have 3 hours to burn is anybody’s guess. Crowe dropped Owens to his knees again 
before the finish, but Owens came back and killed him dead with the popup popwerbomb. Owens 
went to give Crowe the powerbomb on the apron after the match and Samoa Joe came out in his 
gear. Joe got in the ring and Owens quickly ran away, pointed at Crowe and told Joe that would be 
him next time. Owens yelled, “The champ is here” and the show closed with Joe’s music playing 
while he stood tall in the ring.

Opening and closing the show with the red hot Kevin Owens gave the episode a feel of importance, 
however everything in between was pretty much filler, but still a lot of the stuff was decent follow-
up to the Takeover special. Owen’s promo was fantastic and they are building up challengers for 
him left and right. Where he will be after Sunday is another matter entirely and hopefully common 
sense prevails in the end. If I had to guess I would presume they strike while the iron is hot with Joe
and save Balor going for the NXT title down the road. Of course that means Balor will have to stay 
in NXT for longer and when we’ve got R-Truth and The Ascension in Elimination Chamber 
matches on a PPV, that seems absolutely insane. 
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Mid-South Wrestling (TV #120)
December 23rd 1981
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

Its Christmas week 1981; “Don’t You Want Me” by rotten new wave band, Human League is top of 
the UK singles chart, whereas those unlucky Americans were grooving around the Christmas tree to
the vomit-inducing, “Physical” by Olivia Newton-John. And, more importantly, Boyd Pierce was 
joined by Cowboy Bill Watts on colour commentary at the Irish McNeil Boys Club. Boyd ran 
down the card for the show and told viewers that this was their final chance to send in votes for the 
Dream Match they wanted to see on the first show of 1982. Sadly, my collection of 1982 Mid-South
TV is incomplete and is missing that particular show, however it appears that episode #122 has been
completely lost to history because even the Universal Wrestling Archive, with their extortionately 
priced, ($1,553.22), 101 DVD set, does not have that particular episode. Still, there’s plenty of 1982 
we can get stuck into, including an exceptional episode from February 4th (#126) which will be 
coming up in the next few weeks. As a little tease I will simply say that the booking on the Feb 4th 
show left me in an amazed state of awe. Speaking of awe, Boyd Pierce outdid himself and upped 
his brightly coloured sports coat gimmick to a whole new level by appearing in a marshmallow pink
3 piece suit. Rockstar Spud wishes he looked this sharp. 

Mike George (Mid-South Tag Team Champion) & Carlos Zapata vs. Jerry Novak & Rick 
Ferrara.  – George & Zapata over in 2:56.  Watts explained that George usually teams with 
JYD, the other half of the Mid-South Tag champs, however Dog had suffered a “knee injury” from 
the rigors of defending not only the Tag belts but the Louisiana Heavyweight title also. Zapata sold
for a little heat and Ferrara bodyslammed him on the floor! George made the comeback on both 
heels and pinned Ferrara with a dropkick.  – Good showcase for George, who was the biggest 
name in the match. 
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Iron Sheik vs. Paul Ellering – Persian Clubs Challenge. Watts put over Ellering and they 
showed the angle from last week with Precious Paul doing 50 reps with the clubs and his wacky 
babyface dance!. Skandor Akbar said he had increased the purse to $2000 if Sheikie could not 
beat the 50 set last week and told Ellering he was about to see what a “REAL MAN” could do. 
Reeser Bowden counted along as Sheik swung the clubs like a pro, however Reeser lost count 
around 70 and Sheik actually ended up doing about 113 reps, so he smashed the 50 set by Ellering. 
Precious Paul wanted another shot at it and Akbar agreed, so Ellering swung the clubs again and 
got to 52 before the Iron Sheik attacked him from behind. Ellering actually broke out of the Camel
Clutch(!) and made his own comeback but Akbar hit him in the gut with the Iranian flag then 
Sheikie laid him out with a couple of nice suplexes. – A strong angle that heaped a lot of heat on the
Sheik and Akbar, plus got sympathy on Ellering, who was a nothing heel before he took on the 
Persian Clubs last week. 

Paul Orndorff vs. Brian Blair. – Orndorff via Ref Stoppage at 8:00. Bob Roop came out to 
watch from ringside and Watts talked about Roop being the mastermind behind Orndorff 
countering Ted Dibiase’s Figure Four. Blair held his own against one of the top heels in the 
territory for a while, but Orndorff necked him on the top rope to start the heat then went for the 
Figure Four. Blair kicked Orndorff off before the pressure was applied and slapped on the hold 
himself. Roop screamed at Orndorff to counter and he turned the pressure over just like he did to 
Dibiase 3 weeks ago. Blair sold like his leg was being sawn off but never gave up and held on like 
Steve Austin. Eventually the referee called for the bell and awarded the match to Orndorff. Watts 
made sure to note that Blair never gave up. – Finish not only made Blair look strong but it also got 
over Orndorff & Roop’s counter to the Figure Four! 

Non-Title Match: Ted Dibiase (North American Heavyweight Champion) vs. Mike Boyer.  – 
Squash for Dibiase in 2:57. Watts speculated that Bob Roop was using Paul Orndorff to injure 
Dibiase’s leg and he would be left to pick up the scraps. White meat babyface, Dibiase made sure 
to sell just enough that it looked like he was coming back from adversity to beat Boyer, who 
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hilariously sandbagged Ted on a powerslam. Dibiase won with the Figure Four. 

Bob Roop & Bob Orton Jr (Mississippi Heavyweight Champion) vs. Mike Bond & Frank 
Monte.  – Roop & Orton over in 4:53. There was some amazing wacky 80’s heel/face body 
language here; Monte was a house-of-fire until the dirty heels cheated behind the ref’s back with a 
double clothesline. Bond made the comeback for the geek faces: Criss-Cross alert! Finish saw 
Orton pin Bond with his nice piledriver. 

Ed Wiskowski vs. Tom Renesto Jr. – Squash for Wiskowski in 2:15. Wiskowski has been on a 
win streak since losing to Ted Dibiase on the very first episode of Mid-South we looked at, #117, 
and he continued that here by killing job-man Renesto with his wacky backsplash and backbreaker. 

Iron Sheik w/Skandor Akbar vs. Don Serrano.  – Sheik via DQ at 0:21. Sheikie jumped Serrano
before Reeser Bowden could finish the introductions. Paul Ellering quickly stormed the ring and 
attacked the Sheik, and by “attacked” I mean he essentially made a babyface comeback on Sheikie, 
complete with bodyslams and backdrops. Akbar pulled Sheik to safety and the heel duo ran off. 

Unlike last week with the Bob Roop/Mike George clinic, there was no standout match to speak of; 
all of the matches were virtual squashes, expect for Orndorff/Blair, which I guess was the TV 
“main event”. This show was all about the Iron Sheik/Paul Ellering Persian Clubs angle which 
was as simple a deal as they come but worked tremendously well, however my favourite storyline is
still Bob Roop & Paul Orndorff conspiring to expose Ted Dibiase’s Figure Four. 

Next week is a year-end, best of 1981 episode hosted by Bill Watts and the undoubted highlight of 
that show is a promo from a black-faced Dusty Rhodes! Indeed, you read that correctly. Dusty 
Rhodes, the man who already stole Thunderbolt Patterson’s promo style thought it would be a 
good idea to paint his face black to intimidate the Great Kabuki! Pro Wrestling in the 80’s was 
amazing. 

Next Week's Issue

Due to the fact that I begin first semester exams in but two weeks time, I will not be writing a great 
deal for the next few weeks. Never fear (!), however, as the newsletter will return during this period 
with its usual core content thanks to Ben!

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email

General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com

Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass

Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26

Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman
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